
On  1 4  Oc to b e r  2 0 1 7 ,

Department of English and

Dean Student's Welfare of

Mohanlal Sukhadia University

organised day long City

Mandarins Writing the City,

the CITY STORIES UTSAV-

2017. Prof. Pradeep Trikha,

Coordinator of the program

said that it was an open forum

for dialogue in order to create

space in the arena of ideas. 

It was a multidimensional event

to bring out the vibrancy of the

region's myriad cultures to

build confidence, strengthen

students' ability to communi-

cate more fluently and offers

the opportunity to broaden cul-

tural understanding of Udaipur.

He added that the event like

this is for those who desire to

explore the city in order to dig

out its stories that can reveal

its culture , spirit,  fragrance of

the environment and similar

such issues.

Participants from the institu-

tions like JECRC, Jaipur and

NIRMA University, Ahmadabad

who had their roots in Udaipur

also participated along with the

students from the Pacific

University and the host uni-

versity. 

Besides these freelance jour-

nalists, short story writers,

members of the faculty also

contributed their stories. 

In all the six stories were short

listed to be  read out by the

respective writers.  Prof. M.S.

Rathore, Dean Students'

Welfare said the first prize was

given to Setu Bhatnagar for

'Udaipur Story' in English, the

second to Gauri Kant Sharma's

"Guide Once Again" in Hindi,

the third prize was shared by

Swareena Jain's 'Through the

Eyes of Blind'in English and

N a v e e n  N a n d w a n a ' s

"Bhagwanti" in Hindi while

Reena Menar iya 's  "Aur

Jheelen hans padi" in Hindi was

given consolation prize and a

special prize sponsored by

Prof. Sharad Sirivatava for

nar ra t ion  was  g iven  to

Sohandas Vaishnav's story

"Shooting" in Hindi. 

Prof. J.P. Sharma, Chairperson

and Vice Chancellor pointed

out that stories sensitize us and

insisted that such like events

should be organised by the

University on annual basis.

Prof. Sharad Sirivastava, Chief

Guest said that the stories

allow us to explore our creative

potential. Prof. G. Soral, spe-

cial guest and Dean, University

College of Commerce and

Management Studies said

story writing bring sense of

completeness in us. Prof.

Seema Malik, Dean Post

Graduate Studies said that a

story transports us to another

world.  

Dr. Minakshi Jain, extended the

vote of thanks. The program

was convened by Shivani

Sharma and Vadehi.

City Mandarins Writing the City:
City Stories Utsav-2017

Neuro Surgery - the success of treat-
ment depends on care Dr. Deepak

Official Tour of
Prant pal Patel

Udaipur: Official Tour of Prant pal Rotary District 3054 Maulin

Patel was organized on the behalf of Rotary Club Royal, at

Radisson Green Hotel.

Addressing the  media & later infunction, Patel said that Rotary

had done an MoU with the Rajasthan government recently , in

which Rotary   will  develop 550  Schools  as Model for state

schools. In which work will be on the basis of sanitation and lit-

eracy.

He told that Rotary District 3054 has installed around 25 thou-

sand e-learning software schools in Gujarat and now plans to

do the same project in Rajasthan.Six new members Mukesh

Sharma, , Naresh Paliwal, Aarti Paliwal, Abhimanyu Singh

Chauhan, Jyotsingh Chauhan were administered  the oath.GSR

R.K. Singh said  informed prant pal about the activites  Club

President Mukesh Jana welcomed the guests Assistant Pr ant

pal Kapoor C. Jain, GSR RK Singh, Outgoing Principal Ramesh

Chaudhary, former Provincial Governor Dr. Yashwant Singh

Kothari, Smt. Sonal Patel, Rajlat Chugh, Dr. Ritu Vishnav, Ashish

Chordia, Sunil Vastavat, Sandeep Singhwatwadia, Dr. Presidents,

secretaries and other representatives of various Rotary clubs

including Deepak Sharma, Rakesh Sen were present. 

Digital Poster Design

Competition@Pacific University

Udaipur: Digital Poster Design Competition is being organized

by Pacific University for students studying in XI and XII

Registrar Sharad Kothari, Director of Faculty of Engineering,

Piyush Javaria, jointly informed that the main objective of the

competition is to create awareness among the students about

programs based on the vision and public interest of the

Government of India. 

The special point of competition is that its entire process has

been kept digital, from the application of the participating stu-

dent to the poster uploading and distribution of certificate will

also be done digitally. Competition is being organized at the

division level, the main theme of which is the clean India pro-

gram, whose main objective is to clean India with cleanliness

and garbage, Digital India, whose main objective is to digitize

all office and service related systems Making citizens partici-

pate in this, make in India whose main purpose is to promote

construction in India Which can strengthen the country's econ-

omy,Vision-2020, & Smart City Project, which aims to make

cities of India modern and using the latest technology, etc.

Participants will have to demonstrate ideas based on the above

topics with creativity as digital posters. 

The poster can be uploaded online at www.pacific-universi-

ty.ac.in/poster by November 4. The application process is kept

free. The exhibition of all posters included in the competition

will be held on 11th November at the university campus, which

will be attended by all the students of the government and non-

government institutions, principal of schools, and teachers includ-

ing Udaipur division. On the same day, in the competition, the

first, second and third coming students will be given an amount

of Rs. 5,000, 3000 and 2000 respectively. In addition, 20 top

posters will be given a consolation prize of Rs 500. 

Detailed information about the rules and parameters related to

competition has been made available on the website. The poster

was released on Wednesday,by Gajendra Purohit, Gaurav Ameta,

Ketki Mundra, Ahsan Habib, Raju Swamy and Deepak Vyas

and Faculty Members  jointly.

Successful operation of
lungs in PIMS Hospital

Udaipur: In the Pacific Institutes of Medical Sciences (PIMS)

Hospital, Umdda, doctors have successfully operated two chil-

dren's  lungs .

PIMS chairman Ashish Agarwal told that the 17-year-old Dev

kishan of Rajsamand and 8-year-old Harish of Girwa was suc-

cessfully operated. There was a hydatid cyst  on the right side

of Devakishan, while the left lungs  of Harish  pus formation

was observed. The family brought them to PIMS Hospital where

the  pediatrics lung surgeon Dr. Pravin Zanwar decided to con-

duct the operation After the operation, Harish was kept for two

days and Devakishan was kept under the supervision of Dr

Vivek Parashar, Dr. Rahul Khatri and Dr. Gaurav Dhadichin the

Intensive Care Unit (PICU) for 10 days. Both children  are improv-

ing day by day.

"First Successful
Hybrid Operation of
Heart in Rajasthan"

Udaipur: Forest Department of Rajasthan awarded the pres-

tigious Vriksha Vardhak Puruskar to Wonder Cement Limited

for exceptional contribution in plantation during the closing cer-

emony of the 63rd Wild Life Week at Sita Mata Wildlife

Sanctuary. The award was received by Nitin Jain, Vice President

(Commercial), Wonder Cement from Mukesh Saini, DCF - Wild

Life, Chittorgarh and MLA  Gautam Lal Meena.

On this occasion forest department appreciated Wonder

Cement for the green belt development in plant area, waste

dump yard plantation in mines area,  development of Panchfal

Udhyan, and intensive road side plantation done under Green

N Clean - Nimbahera program in nearby villages.

Nitin Jain reiterated the commitment of WCL for development

of greenery in and around Nimbahera. In a very short span of

time WCL have developed plenty of greenery.The Programme

was  attended by hundreds of children, public representatives

and forest officials.

Wonder Cement awarded the

Vriksha Vardhak Puruskar

Udaipur: In  major accident

possibility  to save the injured

after the operation of brain &

when treatment is completed

only on proper care  at  hos-

pital or at home can save. The

patient's life may get rest

because of the injection in the

injured area. This information

was given by Dr. Deepak

Mishra, Neurologist and

A n e s th e s i o l o g i s t  o f

Washington Medical University

in a press meet and later in

interaction with doctors   in  con-

cluding session of the two-day

workshop on Udaipur Update

in Neuro Critical Care on

Sunday. Nearly two hundred

doctors of the city participat-

ed in this conference. Dr.

Deepak said that the patient

should be taken to the near-

est hospital as soon as possi-

ble due to head or spine injury

in accident or any accident. The

patient's head or spine oper-

ation should start only on the

arrangement to deal with all

kinds of operations in that hos-

pital.  Some times, the condi-

tion of such serious patients

changes on the operation table.

Dr. Deepak told that the care

and handling of the injured

before and after the operation

is important. This infection can

be caused by any reason. Dr.

Deepak descr ibed GBH

American Hospital as a suit-

able hospital for this. Dr.

Kamlesh Bhatt, Director,

Critical Care, GBH American

Hospital, in the workshop,

shared the experience of treat-

ment Dr. Ajit Singh, neuro sur-

geon, described the serious-

ness of the operation of the

injured head and spine, say-

ing that most such patients

reach the critical condition.

Many times, there is a change

in the situation of such wound-

ed in 36 to 72 hours. There are

times when more than one

operation is also needed. It can

be possible to save serious

injuries several times from seri-

ousness and timely operation.

Interventional neurologist Dr

Tarun Mathur discussed the

bleeding from the brain's arter-

ies in the accident and the

methods of preventing it from

explaining the cause of the

whole body.Group director Dr

Anand Jha said that the work-

shop was started by cutting the

cake from Group Director

Medical Services Dr. Dinesh

Sharma. During Dr. Uday

Bhowmik, Dr. Tarun Rahlot, Dr.

Gaurav Jaiswal, Dr. Rajendra

Sharma, were present.BH's

ICU and Operation Theater on

American Standards. 

Dr. Deepak Sharma observed
the medical, cardiac and neu-
rotic of GBH American Hospital
on Sunday. At the same time,
he also took stock of the activ-
ities of four Operation Theater.
After the observation he
explained to the management
that arrangement of ICU and
Operation Theater  is as good
as arrangement is available in
America's big and renowned
hospital.

Udaipur: Chittor resident Kailash Gayari (Age 2 years) was

successfully operated for cardiac implant closure through

hybrid surgery and percutaneous device. The cardiac team of

Geetanjali Hospital included surgeons, cardiologists and anes-

thetists, namely Cardio Thoracic & Vascular Surgeon Dr. Sanjay

Gandhi & Dr. Surendra Patel, Cardiologists Dr. C.P. Purohit,

Dr. Harish Sanadhya & Dr. Ramesh Patel, Cardiac Anesthetists

Dr. Ankur Gandhi, Dr. Kalpesh Mistry, Dr. Manmohan Jindal &

Dr. Dharamchand Jain. He survived fighting all odds to be the

first successful case of hybrid surgery in Rajasthan.

Dr. Ramesh Patel told us that the baby was having congenital

heart disease, due to which the baby was getting sick frequently,

and was prone to lower growth. Consultation & echo-cardiog-

raphy investigation confirmed about the cardiac implant clo-

sure which was tried to close it by percutaneous procedure; (A

percutaneous procedure is any medical procedure where

access to inner organs or other tissue is done via needle-punc-

ture of the skin, rather than by using an "open" approach where

inner organs or tissue are exposed (typically with the use of a

scalpel). But, due to anatomical complications of heart the patient

was referred to the surgeon team for their intervention.

Dr. Sanjay Gandhi, cardiac surgeon, said that, "There were two

treatment options available for the child to get treated; one was

hybrid surgery and another open heart surgery. But, on dis-

cussions with our cardiologist's first option was opted to treat

the child through hybrid technology. A hybrid procedure is a

treatment of the patient discussed in a heart team and is a com-

bined approach by the interventional cardiologist and the car-

diac surgeon. The goal is to make the overall treatment of the

patient more feasible and to reduce the risk." As a result, the

successful surgery lasted three hours.

Dr. Gandhi also told that the procedure was complex as the

hole in the upper surface of heart could lead to bursting of heart

thereby resulting in death of the patient for which the heart-

lung machine was ready. Incisions were made to provide access

to the baby's heart or a major blood vessel, like their aorta.

Then they worked together to put in a device to close a hole in

the heart and placed a stent to improve flow through a blood

vessel. To delay more complex surgery until the baby is older,

when their health is more stable and the risks of the surgery

may be lower, the treatment was chose. A joint effort of

Geetanjali's Cardiac Team & technology establishing a new

milestone in medical history to save life of a two-years old child.

The baby was operated for free under Rajasthan Government's

Rashtriya Bal Swasthya Karyakram (RBSK).

Recharged five years ago
Hand pump Gives water

Hand pump situated out side the Government school ,Sisarma

which used to become dry or give very less water five years

ago.The school children & the shop owner of nearby  used to

suffer due water scarcity.

Than in the year 2012-13 the Rotary President Anubhav Ladia

& Secretary Deepak Sukahadia   nominated as honorary mem-

ber Dr.P.C.jain who is working for the roof top Rain water har-

vesting & shown him this hand pump .Dr jain persuaded the

neighboring shop owners about the quality of rain water & took

their consent for recharging this hand pump .In the same year

this hand pump was joined by the pipes through the  Dewas

water filter.So whenever the rain occurs it got  automatically

recharged .So it got recharged every year since last five years.

So this dead hand pump got revived.Today  after five years the

present president & the chartered president Dr Ashisis Bhatnagar

& water man of Udaipur Dr P.C.jain declared this school the

first school as " Varsha Jal Sarakshan Mitra "which has

recharged any hand pump .Dr Jain also said that every dry

hand pump if recharged by this simple ,cheap Dewas water

system can give you water after recharge .This will increase

the quantity of water & improve its quality also.Dr Deepak Sharma

stressed the need to save the natural resources for the future

generations .Secretary Ashis Bhatnagar appealed to store &

save the roof top rain water into the natural resources & also

promised any  help from the Rotary Heritage.The program was

presided by the President Vasant Khamesra of Rotary club

Heritage & explained the activities of the the clubs to the stu-

dents.Dr P.C.jain persusded the students not to use

Tobacco,Gutkha etc & save the water & keep the cleanliness

every where.He recited two poems with students on save -

water  & De addiction.
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